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I. INTRODUCTION

Microscopic imaging is used in most core technology processes where integrated circuit (IC) digital images reveal important information. Due to the high value and enormous quantity of wafers k i n g manufactured, the need for rapid, nondestructive imaging and measurement is growing [ 1 ], [2]. Usually, imaging is the first, but can also be the only step in the
“see - measure - control” sequence in semiconductor manufacturing. Development of innovative metrology methods, designed to give faster, more detailed and useful information,
which would help establish more automated process control,
is required.
In this paper we refer to the act of directing a tool from one
point on a chip to another as “navigation on a chip”. Various
types of semiconductor manufacturing equipment call for rapid
and precise navigation on a chip I wafer, so that operations such
as lithography, cutting and inspection can be performed to extremely tight tolerances. For example, the speed and accuracy
of wafer steppers, opto-mechanical machines that prform the
exposure part of the photolithography, are largely determined
by the performance of a wafer stage -the part of the wafer stepper that positions a wafer under the lens-system. That is why
the problem of navigation on a chip hecame of major importance.
Let us consider any metrologylinspection application scenario as an example of navigation on a chip. The required
measurement or inspection is performed on a specific features
at known positions on a wafer. In order 10 perform a metrology
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or inspection step one should first arrive at that feature. Without fecdback, the stage cannot identify whether it has arrived
at the exact location, and therefore, may miss the feature due
to less than ideal environmental conditions such as vibrations,
which contribute to stage inaccuracies. Moreover, if multiple
movements are made, position errors will continue to accumulate. Modem metrology and inspection applications require
highly accurate positioning of the feature to he measured in the
field of view o f the tool. Thus, dead-reckoning is not sufficient
for navigation, and sensory feedback is required.
Current metrology techniques adopt the following solution.
An additional, large and casier to track feature is selected as
an “acquisition target” near the desired mctrologylinspection
feature. First, the nearby area is searched for the acquisition
target using a low magnification level; then the location of the
feature to be measuredinspected is detected by knowing its
relative position. The measurement or inspection is performed
using highest magnification available. This process is time
consuming and non-robust as the correlation based matching
techniques used for feature localization are highly sensitive to
possible changes in the visual appearance of the feature. Such
changes occur during the manufacturing proccss and may include contrast variation, re-scaling, rotations and partial feature obliteration 131.
This work proposes a new navigation algorithm, which utilizes image sensory feedback and improve upon traditional
slow, non-fault-tolerant techniques, which require predefined
landmarks, to be specially placed on the wafer. The algorithm
exhibits high tolerance to run-time process variations and possible illumination changes.
It is fast enough for inline microscopy and robust to illumination changes and process variations. The same methodology
can be used to identify known defects and perform many other
tasks, essential in semiconductor manufacturing. It proved to
be highly reliable when tested on typical wafer images.
11. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR NAVIGATION

Our approach for navigation on a chip is based on localization of microscopic eye-point imagcs using a previously acquired wafer map. The algorithm uses advanced image pro-
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cessing techniques and geometric hashing [4l, 151, 161, [81, a
highly efficient technique drawn from the object recognition
field.
A. Navigation Problem as Object Recognition Task

Object recognition is a known problem in the computer vision field. Recognition is achieved by finding the correspondence between a given object and a set of predefined objects. In
the model-based object recognition approach, the descriptions
of previously known objects are prepared in terms of various
properties, such as shape, color, etc. These descriptions are referred to as “models”. A given query object is then matched to
one of these models.
We refer to a partial image of a chip (e.g. the current field
of view of the microscope imaging system) as the wafer “cyepoint”. Localization on a chip is delined in the following manner: given an eye-point of the wafer, determine its exact coordinates on the wafer map. Thus, the process of navigation on
a chip cm he carried out by repetitive vision-based localizations. Accordingly, map-based navigation can be interpreted
as model-based object recognition as follows. Suppose that
we already have a description of the wafer structure - a wafer
map (the process of its construction will be explained later in
this section). The wafer map can he divided into many adjacent parts to he identified during navigation. These correspond to a model set in the object recognition framework and
the eye-point plays the role of a query object. Matching the
current eye-point to one of the previously constructed parts of
the wafer map during navigation is essentially the same as associating a query object to one of the known models in oh,ject
recognition. The example of the wafer eye-point and corresponding part ofthe wafer map are shown in Fig. I. Various apPart of wafer “map”

eye-point

Fig. I. Enample of the real cye-point within a wafer map.

proaches were applied to vision-based localization. For extensive survey of the developments in this area we refer the reader
to [7]. In our case, in order to handle the enormous amounts
of geometric structures contained in wafcr images, we choose
to address the localiration problem using an efficient technique
from object recognition field, called geometric hashing [4], [SI,
[SI, 181. Matching hctwcen a current eye-point and thc wafer
map is achieved by spatial corrcspondcnce of geometric features extracted from the images. The technique successfully

deals with various visual transformations observable in semiconductor manufacturing such as 2D rotations, translations and
uniform scale.
Bcfore one can begin navigation on a chip, he or she must
construct the wafer map. We construct the map from the combination of multiple partial images of the wafer lying near each
other. Small images are captured by a microscope imaging system moving above the wafer surface according to some grid
structure and then integrated into one big map. The process
is similar to tiling the whole map with small square tiles (images). The wafer map can also be constructed from its layout
file describing the two-dimensional shapes on the different layers o f a chip by a limited set of graphics primitives.
After a large scale wafer map is constructed, it is decomposed into many models. which will be recognized during navigation. As a final step of the preprocessing, the representations of each model (or small partial image) are inserted in
a datahase. When analyzing a current eye-point during navigation, the database is searched for the most suitable model
among all the precompiled ones. The map coordinates of the
matched model are well known.

E. The Navigation Algorirhm
Our algorithm uses geometric hashing, introduced by Lamdan and Wolfson 181 which is based on the indexing approach
described in 191. The algorithm solves the problem of navigation by applying object recognition in the following way,
We assume a set of predefined geometric models MI, ..., AT,,
defining a wafer map. and a qucry eye-point image &, formed
from one of the models. The task is to find the corresponding
model M igiven the query eye-point Q.
It is assumed that the models are defined by a set of geometric features (e.g. corner points) and that the same features
can he extracted from the query eye-point image. A model
can undergo similarity transformations to form the eye-point:
it can he rotated, translated and uniformly scaled. One way to
make feature points invariant under this class of transformations is to represent them in the coordinate frame formed from
the points themselves. For example, we may arbitrarily choose
an ordered pair of model points to form a basis and describe
the rest of the features in this coordinate frame. As there are
multiple ways to choose a basis, we are faced with a comhinatorial problem of finding the right one to match a model to the
eye-point.
The algorithm copes with this problem by shifting the computational burden to the off-line learning stage. Instead of going over all feasible eye-pointlmodel bases couples and trying
to match thcm, all possible model representations are prepared
in advancc and stored in a hash table for efficient access. Thus,
a query eye-point pro.jected onto an arbitrarily chosen basis has
a matching model representation already stored in the hash table.
be the feature points of the eye-point Q
, m k } C .Mi be the corresponding fea-
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compute the invariant model representations is done, and the
fast un-line riavigafion sruge. which uses the data prepared by
the first stage to perform the matching and navigation. The efficiency of the second stage determines the actual navigation
time. We now provide detailed description of the stages.

ture points of the matching model Mi stored in the hash table. Let us denote the transformation model n.I, undergoes to
form the eye-point by T; then Q = T(A,I:), or qj = Tmj for
1 5 j 5 k. Consider an ordered points pair (ml,m2) of hI:.
A vector (ml - m2) with another vector rotated by 90” form
the basis of a 2D coordinate frame. The coordinates (e,0)of
any other point 771, E hI; for 3 5 j 5 k, in this frame agree
with:
mt + mz
e(m2 - mlj
P(m - ml);
mj =
2

+

+

where we denote an end point of the rotated vector
Rotgo(m1 - mz) by m. These (a,P)coordinates will remain unchanged when any linear transformation is applied to
the model points. Application of a linear transformation T on
the model Mi transforms the point m, to:

Tmj =

Tml

+ Tmz + a ( T m z - T m l ) + P ( T m ~ T m z ) ,

2
so the point T m j has the same coordinates (a,0)in the frame
formed by the ordered basis pair (Tml,Tmz). Thus, we further refer to coordinates (a:0)as invariant coordinates.
Assuming that the model A& contains Ni feature points,
different bases for that model. To form a
there are

(7)

transformation-invariant model representation, the invariant
coordinates (a,0)are computed using each one of thcse bases
B,, = {m,,, m,,} for every other model point. The corresponding entry (M;,
B U v is
) stored in the hash table with index

(%PI.
For example, consider the left side of Fig. 2. An invariant representation of a chair model comprising five dots is inserted into the database. An eye-point containing the chair
was rotated and scaled ( i n F i g . 2, middle). D u r i n g navigation, when a pair of dots p2, ps is used as the hasis of a reference frame in the eye-point (Fig. 2, right side), the entry
(“Chair”: {pz,ps}) is repeatedly addressed in thc hash table
at indices (a$p j ) , corresponding to the invariant coordinates
of all the other points. As a result, this entry gets a sufficient
number of votes and the eye-point is correctly matched to the
model of the chair.
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Preprocessing Stage
In the preprocessing stage all models are processed individually, while their transformation-invariant representations are constructed and stored in a hash look-up table.
For each model M and for every feasible hasis b (composed of ordered features pair), it is necessary:
I . To compute the invariant coordinates of all the remaining feature points in tcrms of the basis b
2. To use the computed coordinates as an index to the hash
table and to store an entry (M;b);
The complexity of this stage is 0 ( n 3 per
) model, where 7~
is the number of points contained in the model. However,
since this stage is executed off-line, its complexity is of
little significance.
Navigation Stage
In the navigation stage the invariant coordinates are computed from the eye-point features and are used as indexing keys to access the hash table and vote for the possible
model matches. The model that scores the highest number of votes indicates the correspondence of the current
eye-point with that model. An example of a typical navigation process is presented in Fig. 3. Given an eye-point
with k feature points, the following steps are performed:
I. Choose a feasible pair of feature points as a basis 6;
2. Compute the invariant coordinates of all the remaining
featurc points in terms of this basis b;
3. Use each computed invariant coordinate to index into
the hash table and vote for all ( M i ,b j ) ’ s retrieved from
this bin;
4. Build a histogram for all (Mi,bj)’saccording to the
number of received votes;
5 . Establish a hypothesis of correspondence between an
eye-point and an instance of model Mi if ( A t ; : bjj, for
some j peaks in the histogram with a sufficient number
of votes;
6. Verify all the hypotheses established in Step 5 and repeat from Step Iif all of them rail verification.
The complexity of this stage is O ( n ) O ( t ) per probe.
where n is the number of mints contained in the evepoint and t is the complcxity of verifying one model. Note
that the complexity is independent of the number of models stored in the system, thereby allowing Fdst navigation
even on very large scale maps.

+

Fig. 2. Determining the haqh table entries when points 2 and S define a basin.
The models are allowed to k rotated, translated and scaled.

111. VERIFICATION

Navigation on a chip involves two stages: the ofS-/ine preprocessirig sfuge. when most of the time consuming work to

The second stage of ;he navigation algorithm is completed
by verification. Given a set of candidate models that accumu-
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Fig. 3. Outline of the navigalion pmcess. A wafer map that is constructed from 40 model images is shown on the top. Voting res~ltsfor the eye-pint shown in
the middle am plotted on the left. The enlarged image of the winning model (25) with its fealure points marked with black dots is presented on the right.

lated the highest numher of votes, one has to determine which
is the hest match to the query eye-point. For this purpose it
is essential to specify how to tit the candidate models to the
eye-point.
A. Approximating rhe best solution

To form the eye-point, the models undergo similarity transformation, which is B composition of translation, rotation and
isotropic scaling. Thus, fitting a model to an eye-point should
k done by a similarity transformation estimation. The eyepoint is characterized in terms of a feature points set {x:} in
E’*,and each of the candidate matching models is described by
its feature points {xi},where IP2 is a projective space. First,
it is essential to find all xi ti xi point correspondences so as
to compute a similarity transformation Hs, which transforms a
model to the eye-point: Hsx, = xi for each I . Two correspondences are enough to fully constrain Hs,as the total number
of degrees of freedom for similarity is four (one for the rotation, two for the translation and one more for scaling) and
every correspondence gives rise to two independent equations
in the entries of Hs. However, since the locations of points
in the query eye-point are not exact (due to noise), all of the
correspondences should he used to determine the “best” transformation, given the data. Accordingly, Hs is calculated by
linding the least-squares solution of the over-determined linear
system.
B. Robust und

rflcienr

detection of’a maximum point corre-

sporidrnces set

An important issue is how to efficiently find all of the correspondences. The navigation voting stage provides one corresponding hasis (two point-to-point correspondences) hetween

the candidate model and the eye-point. This allows us to approximate the desired transformation Hs by
and then, after
applying Hs on the candidate model, every model point Hsxi
will correspond to the closest eye-point feature xi.Formally,
I

I

x:

= arg mill
k d(x;, Hsxi)

where subindex C indicates any eye-point feature and d(x,y)
is the Euclidian distance between two points x and y.
Thus. to compute all ofthe point correspondences it is possible to check the distance of each point xi to every transformed model point fixi. If the model contains m points and
the eye-point contains 11 points, those inter-set distances are
computed in O(rnn)time.
This computation can be accelerated by employing a
Voronoi tessellarion [IO] for segmentation of the eye-point image. Voronoi tessellation is partitioning of a plane with n
points into n convex polygons such that each polygon contains
exactly one point and every point in a given polygon is closer
to its central point than to any other.
We start the verification by constructing the Voronoi tessellation from the points in the query eye-point. which is done
in O(nIog(n)) time [ I O ] (see Fig. 4). This allows us to
find the corresponding point of x, in O(lo,9(ra))by checking what polygon within the Voronoi tessellation contains the
transformed point fixi and choosing its center point. It follows
that the time needed for point correspondences calculation is
reduced from O ( m n ) to # ( m / o g ( n ) ) .
In practice the situation is complicated hy the fact that some
eye-point feature xi might be mistakcnly rcponcd and will
not match any model point. The mismatched points, outliers,
can severely disturb the estimated transformation. and consequently should he identified. In order IO make the verification

(a) Eye-poinl image with feature points

choose a threshold t, such that with a probability a, the point is
an inlier. It is assumed that the position crror is Gaussian with
zero mean and standard deviation U. Thus, the square of the
point distance, d', is the sum of the squared Gaussian variables
and follows a chi-squared ,y2 distribution with two degrees of
freedom (as dZ is the sum of squared z and 2, measurement
errors). The cumulative chi-squared distribution F ( k ) represents the probability that the value of the x2 random variable
is less than k. Hence, to guarantee with probability a that
the point is an inlier, onc has to choose a distance threshold
t2 = F - ' ( ~ ) o * . Some values o f t associated with different

a
tZ

I

0.9

0.92

4.60'

5.05 a2

0.95

0.99

5.99 a2 9.21 u2

(b) Vamnoi tessellation of the eye-point image

levels of certainty that the point is an inlier are tabulated in Table I. For example, if one wants to make sure that an inlier is
incorrectly rejected only 5 % of the time, he or she will choose
a as 0.95 and accordingly t' = 5.990~.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

(c) Voronoi diagram of Ihe rye-point image

Fig. 4. The process of constructing the Vomnoi tessellation of the eye-point
for writiceion acceleration.

robust to outliers, one has to obtain a big enough set of inliers
from the presented correspondences so that the transformation
can k re-estimated in an optimal manner (solving the overdetermined linear system as previously explained).
For this propose a general robust estimator, the RANSAC
algorithm [ I I], is used. It is able to cope with a large proportion of outliers and has the imponant property of reporting an explicit numher of inliers, which is important to intuitively reject False positive candidates. Given an initial putative
x:, computed from the modcl
set of correspondences, x i
to the eye-point primary basis correspondence, the algorithm
performs the following steps. A sample of two corresponding
points is randomly selected and the appropriate approximation
of the transformation
is calculated. Then. the number of
inliers consistent with U is computed in terms of correspondentes for which d(21,xi) < t, where 2; = Hx. These steps
are repeated several times and the H with the largest numher of
inliers is chosen (in case of a tie the solution having the minimal standard deviation of inliers is chosen). We would like to

In this part of the article we show the capabilities of the
proposed navigation algorithm and provide an evaluation of
its performance and efficiency. We performed tests on rcal
wafer map covering an area of 4.5111mx 9nun on the wafer
surfacc. We used adjacent microscopic images ohtained on
KLA-Tencor 5200XP overlay metrology tool (at 750 micron
field of view) to create the wafer map. The examples of the
images can he seen in Fig. 5. In order to index the hash table

-

-

-

Fig. 5. Examples of the waler images u a d s models in the algorilhm.

during navigation and vote for the correct model an eye point
invariant description is calculated. This description is based on
a pair of features which form a hasis, as illustratcd in Section
11 B. In practice it is possible that one of thc points used to
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form a basis will be reported by mistake and, as a result. not
match any model point. In order to avoid this. many multiple
attempts should he made using different bases (e.g. different
descriptions), to ensure with sufficiently high probability that
at least one of them is free of outliers.
In order to evaluate the navigation algonthm we varied the
number of different eye-point feature bases being used in voting. To obtain a slatistically meaningful measure of the algorithm performance we tested it on a total of lo4 different navigation tasks. Each time we selected il random eye-point and
then, if the correct location on the wafer ' h a p " was reponed
by the algorithm (ground truth was available due to the nature
of data set formation), the result was considered to be true positive (TP). The result was considered a false positive (FP) or a
miss if an incorrect or no location was detected, correspondingly.
The summary of the obtained results is presented in Fig. 6.
The hit rate HR =
reaches 95% with a 4% false alarm

&&

V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new method for navigation on a chip. based

on the geometric hashing techniquc. We showed how verification can he significantly accelerated by applying a Voronoi
tessellation of the eye-point. Experimental analysis demonstrates the high reliability of the proposed method. The same
principles can be used to identify known defects (by efficiently searching a defects database for the corresponding defect model) and to perform many other tasks essential for semiconductor manufacturing.
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